
     Effectively Investigating Claims of Harassment or Other Misconduct 
 

Investigations can help the organization identify and resolve internal problems before they become 

widespread. Given that every complaint has the potential to become a lawsuit, employers should 

investigate every case in a manner in which it can be presented to a court of law, if necessary. 
 

Given the legal standards set out by the EEO of conducting a “reasonable” investigation, employers can 

reduce legal risk and enhance employee relations by how they respond to claims of harassment.  

  

• Learn the appropriate practices in conducting an investigation that courts endorse to avoid 

mistakes that can punish your company with damaging awards. 
 

• Who should conduct investigations? An untrained investigator can lead to costly mistakes 

and erode confidence in management. 
 

• Learn appropriate questioning techniques that lead to making and documenting conclusions 

that can avoid the “he said, she said – no determination”. 
 

• How to handle the roadblocks such as witnesses clamming up, claimant demanding 

confidentiality, manager’s having foregone conclusions and the pressure to “wrap” this up. 
 

• Understand that CLOSURE matters.  It matters for the organization not admitting liability, 

fostering good workplace culture, and avoiding retaliation.  Retaliation is the type of claim 

that most employers lose and it is costly.  
 

BIO   Patricia A. Miller, SPHR, SHRM-SCP 

Patricia has over 25 years’ experience in the Human Resource profession.  As owner/ principal consultant 

for Miller Consulting Service, she specializes in executive coaching, organizational development and 

training. Pat was the Director of Human Resources for a large manufacturing firm and a public 

transportation firm. She consulted for manufacturing, public transportation, government entities, retailing, 

and the service industry. She teaches classes for Penn State in HR Law and conducts seminars for 

managers in many industries. 
 

CLASS MEETS:  Markets on Broadway 1649 Broadway Hanover – park and enter in front of 

building. 

DATE & TIME:  Thursday April 6, 2023 9-11 a.m. 

FEE:  $100.00 
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